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No traces of the poor father were perceiv
applause. It has an inevitable tendency to
able. 1 he captain grew sick at heart.
W.H. Brettun, jr* 50,
PUBLISHED BT
poison the mind, and occupy it with the in
carried to the extent that it has been here■ , .
helm, Atkins,” he said, keep dulgence or self-complaisance.
More, that may he traced with great proba
ing his eye fixed upon the bottom of the boat.
JAMES K. REM1CH,
You w-ill sometimes discover’ a preacher
bility all the» bank failures that have hap
1 he second mate’s cheek had a cold tear up
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
pened m this State. The effect of such loans
on it, as he in silence, obeyed his comman making his attack upon the ’passions of his1
Jos.
Southwick,
50,
Vassalboroùgh,
m their operation on the bank is, that to th^ 1
der s orders. And a fine expression of still audience, affecting much feeling in the sym
Jacob
Southwick,
10,
extent in which they are made, it is deprived
sorrow was perceivable upon the face of eve pathetic tone of his voice, whining and sob
Dan
’
l
Marshal,
2d,
5,
bing through a chain of sentences, much grat
of its capital; the effect on the security of
ry man composing the boat’s crew.
J. G. Fitch, 8,
the creditors of the bank is, that the private
Slowly and faintly did the captain ascend ified if he starts thé tear from a few unsuspiPhebe
P.
Hussey,
4,
From the American Athenäum.
cious hearers, and he himself as unaffected as
notes of the stockholders are substituted as a
again the side of his ship.
Benja. Homans, 1,
fund to meet the obligations of the corpora“ Let me not be called during the night,” a block of wood. Another man you will hear
John Homans, 2d, 1,
the boy with
as
boisterous
as
the
tumultuous
deep,
and
’n ihe Place of specie capital contem
he said, addressing his first officer; “ and do
(
Edw d Southwick, 50, Danvers,
plated by law. By prohibiting them, the
not show me the log book for some days to shaking the very edifice with his jesticula-*
Daniel True,
8, Litchfield,
tions,
amazing
a
number
with
the
apparent
J
tÎnTt atare.has1cleKariy expressed its inten
Allen & Whitman, 30, Boston,
Mr. Albert was an Englishman who had come.”
tion, that a bank shed! not be permitted to
then entered the state-room, fastened ardor of his zeal. Another with a simpering
John Smith,
50, Readfield.
married a delicate woman, possessed of amivoice
and
simpering
look
puts
forth
his
shal

circulate its bills as money, without keeoine:
able manners. It was an union of love; leiitly °r’ &ndfeli upon his bed> s°bbing vio- low powers,, to win you by weakness and in
inks vaultsan effective capital to redeem
and Mrs. Albert had the misfortune to find
1
loahs which we have mentioned
The night watch was set. But not a man sipidity. Another comes before-you, a mere
Artemas and Isaac Leonard, the first Stockher husband’s pecuniary circumstances in
smatterer,
with
the
affectation
of
vast
ac

diiter from the old stock loans in nothin^ but
a declining state prior to the period of giv disturbed the stillness of ,the deck with a quirements, and aims to captivate you with‘a Holders named in the above schedule are the
nature of the security. In both cases na
The heavens looked cold and superficial display of ancient learning. What partners in trade, and can legally be the owning birth to a first child. A knowledge of
Mr. Aloert’s difficulties preyed upon..the bright. Nought washeard*through the dark can such men think ? Can a preacher believe eE? but 50 shares. The six next are their pper security is substituted for a money capi■ fine mmo of the wife and brought on a prem- hours but the light cry of the wheel, as the any thi ng valuable can be gained by such prac children and all minors under the age of 21
It will be seen by recurring to tlit list of
map at the.helm looked at the binnacle-light tices ? Is truth to V© advanced by such shallop years. The Messrs. Leonard’s are thus with
atttre illness.
«
’ artifices. Most suydj not. God asks the* aid their children the owners of 133 shares. Directors, that but one of them resides in
A noble, blue-eyed bdy, beheld a father’s and kept the vessel up to'the wind. • - •
Vasi^alborough. Two of them’live at the '
• aHcc , but, at the same, moment* a'mother’s
of. no stage effect _ ft we have not the feelings’ . A hese children had no property of their own
of fourteen miles from thé banking
spirit so’ughi- a sphere for which her purity THE MOTHER OF WASHINGTON. I we want in the discharge of our sacred func U) pay tor the stocx, and they have no guar- castance
house, one at the distance of twenty, and the'-’
tnan
legally
appointed
to
-take
care
of
the
and amiable manners had entitled her.
Extracts from the « Recollections of Wash tions, pray the Lord to impart them.
property and represent them in the meetings other offortj^ miles. It ijj unfortunate that*4It would be idle to say Mr. Albert dUL uot
t
fion’s Herald.
ot the corporation. No certificate^ have ev suitable persons for directors could not be«
mourn, and useless to describe his grief. ington, a new work, by George W. P. Custis, Esq. author of the“ Conversations of La
er peen made out in their names, nor has any found merre conveniently situated for attend
I he fond heart of a sorrowing husband ex fayette,
’ &c.
other species of evidence of ownership been ing to the business of the bank, and this may
periences a dreadful void.
MAÎEi-ABirïCaES.
~
)e one of the reasons of'the great irregulari
“ The blooded horse -was the Virginia fa
~~
~—*-N----- —-1---- .—■--------- ----- delivered to them or to any other person for:
Feeling acutely the loss, of his wife and the
their benefit. The original subscription paper, ties of the mode in which its business has
derangement of his affairs, Mr. Albert de vorite of those days as well as these. The
,
.
V
assalboroùgh
bank
.
on which the stock was taken up, was not to been transacted. One of the Directors, Mr
termined to leave his little living treasure in mother, fond of the, mimal to which her de
The Conjhiissioners appointed under a Re
Brettun, has never been at the bank since it ■ the care of a kind maiden aunt, sail lor the ceased husoand h^t been particularly at solve of tlfô Legislature of the sixth dav of be found in the Bank and was not shewn to was incorporated, most of the business has
shore of America, and try to gain by his tal tached, had preserved the race in dts great March last, “ to inquire into and examine the us, but the stock, which stands to their cred been done by three, and there is no record
ents and industry; a settled home for himself est purity, and at the time of our story, pos doings and proceedings of the several incor it on the books of t the Bank, was taken for
.a meeting of even these three since the
sessed several young horses of superior promthem by A. 8c I. Leonard; the instalments
and his boy.
>
porated Banks in this State, and generally to were paid by them, as we understood, from third of Oct. when the President and Cash
Only three years passed over his head beier
were chosen. In point of fact the notes
ascertain,
the
strata
and
condition
of
the
“ One there was, a sorrel, destined to be same.”
the funds of the firm, and the only dividend
t fore he realized his wishes, and with an anx
do not appear to have been discounted at
famous
(and
for
much
better
reason)
as
the
yet
declared
was
i^ceived
by
A.
&
I.
Leon

ious heart, he sough; again the British shore,
REPORT :
ard, who signed receipts, not as guardian or any regular meeting of the board. They
to receive his child, and carry him to the horse which a brutal emperor raised to the
are entered on a sheet of paper with the daté
That they attended to that service at the attorney, but simply in the partnership name. * against them, when discounted from day to
land of liberty. Mr. Albert could not re dignity of consul. This sorrel was of a fierce
frain a lather and a widowed husband’s tear, and ungovernable nature, and resisted all at Vassalboroùgh Bank, on the.22dand 23d of. It was stated to us by A. Leonard that this day, and this is not done at the bank but usu
when he “ called back the tangles” of the tempts to subject him to the rein. He June—In the conducting the business of this stock was given to the children by their pa al!} at Hallowell, by A. & I, Leonard. When
fair boy s bright locks, and saw, in his laugh had reached his fullest size and vigor, uncon Bank we found so many irregularities, and rents as advancements; but as far as we could a, number are thus entered, the sheet is signed
ing eyes, a semblance of his sainted mother, iscious of a rider, ranged free as the air,f so wide a departure in some respects from see, the partners do not appear to have made by three of the Directors, handed to the Cash
When Mr. Albert got on board the vessel. .which he snuffed in triumph, passed his; the ordinary mode of-conducting a banking any practical distinction between the shares ier, and recorded in the discount book. The
which was bound for the western continent ,mane to the wind and spurning the earth, ini institution, that we have thought it our duty standing in the names of their children, and money is paid to the borrower by the direct
to make them the subject ol a special report. those standing in their own name; Whether or who discounts the note. Sixteen of these
oh, how be watched each look, smile and the pride of his freedom.
tear of the child with the golden locks » , “ It was matter of common remark, that al —It was incorporated Feb. 25,1825, with a this stock is to be considered as legally the sheets had been recorded when we were at
man
never
would
be
found
hardy
enough
to
» capital of $50,000, divided into 500 shares of property of A. & I. Leonard is a question the bank. It is proper1 to remark that the
Never did the first Adam nurture a plant of i
puradise with more fondness than this father back, and ride this vicious horse. Several■ 100 dollars each. The first meeting of the which we are not called on to decide, but it is business of the bank appears to have been
had essayed, but deterred by the fury of the; Stockholders was holden on the 9t^ of July, obvious that by this arrangement the benefi
cherished his only son.
transacted with more attention to regularity
The Bristol channel is always a dangerous animal, they had desisted from their at• and the meeting was continued from time to cial operation of the restriction in the second up to the last of December that it has been
time by adjournments until the 10th of Sep- Section of the charter is wholly avoided.
one to vessels, especially in the winter season tempts, and the steed remained unbroken.
since.
'
Of the three Stockholders next following
“ The young Washington proposed to his; tember.—Considerable doubt or difficulty
—and it was at that time of the year Mr. Al
We come now to speak of what we consiflthe
first
is
a
sister
of
A.
&
I.
Leonard,
the
companions,
that
if
they
would
assist
him
in
seems to have existed at first in putting the
bert and his fair-haired boy left Albion’s
er as by far the most exceptionable feature
Isle. But the ship bravely rode the waves confining the steed, so that a bridle could be Bank into operation; but at the lastc men second a brother-in-law, and the third a in the proceedings of the bank. We have
nephew,
and
son
of
his
brother.
These
(
placed
in
his
mouth,
he
would
engage
to
tioned
meeting
it
was
determined
to
organ

and ° walked the waters like a thing of life ’’
already stated that on the 26th of September
T’he captain had the pleasure of passing j tarne this terror of the parish. Accordingly, ize the corporation, and the first instalment three are the holders of 150 shares. The the President received $19,000 of the specie
instalments
on
these
shares
were
paid
by
the
!
early
the
ensuing
morning,
the
associates
dewas
ordered
to
be
pajd
in
on
the
26th
of
Sep

Cape Clear (the most southern point of Ire
ot the bank which was not returned Up to
land,) and was soon enabled to get all that a coyed the horse into an enclosure, where tember. This Was accordingly done / but as Leonard’s and the dividends received by the 30th December, 1825, including this sum
them,
signing
receipts
in
the
partnership
they
secured
him,
and
forced
a
bit
into
his
the
vault
of
the
Bank
was
not
then
comple

seaman, possessed of a good vessel, requires
received of the bank, ^47,976 04f with
; mouth. Bold, vigorous and young, the dar ted and the bills not ready, the Bank did not name, with the addition of Attorney. No he
•—plenty of sea-room.
which he charged himself in his account with
certificates
have
been
delivered
to
any
stock

ing
Chief
sprang
to
his
unenvied
seat,
and
commence
business
until
the
3d
of
October.
, Mr. Albert did not leave the side of his
holders of course these have none. One of the bank. He accounted for it by sundry little child during, the period of sea sickness; bidding his comrades remove their tackle, 1 he Stockholders, then had another meet them
Wm. H. Brettun, is chosen Director, notes, &c. which he had discounted and de
ing, and chose Artemas -Leonard and Isaac
but with all the intense anxiety so beautiful the indignant courser rushed to the plain.
to the Cashier. This amount of mo
“ As if disdaining his burden, he at first at Leonard, of Hallowell, Joseph Southwick, of out has never at any time been at the Bank, livered
ly displayed in a mothers love, the father
was delivered to the President without
has had any agency in the management ney
watched the feverish’form, and ministered tempted to fly, but soon felt the power of an Vassalborough, John Smith, of Readfield, nor
its business. On all occasions the Leon any charge against him on the books of the
to every little fancy. The boy was naturally arm which could have tamed his Arab grand and Wm. H. Brettun* of Livermore, Direct ot
ards appear as their representatives and act bank. 1 he Cashier merely kept an account
strong and he soon shook off this universal sires, in the wildest course, of their native ors. The Directors met on the same day, tor
them, though no authority was exhibited ot these advances in a private memorandum
troubler of all persons unused to the sea. deserts. The struggle now became terrific when Artemas Leonard was chosen Presi to us,
and even when the dividend was paid book, and the who)e was considered by both
to
the
beholders,
who
almost
wished
that
dent, and Joseph R. Abbot, Cashier. The
And then did he display all those beautiful
no
letter
of attorney or order was left at the as a mere private transaction between them.
they
had
not
joined
in
an
enterprise,
so
like

Cashier has no salary, but a compensation
wild Sights, and innocent joys, which a
We inquired of both, the reason of this ex
nor
at any time shewn to the Cashier. traordinary
ly
to
be
fatal
to
their
daring
associate.
for
his
services
is
allowed
by
the
Bank
to
father’s sight enjoys, and with which every
mode of doing business, and we
We
have
thought
it
our
duty
to
state
these
But
the
youthful
Hero
that
“
spirit
pro

have
the
use
of
$3,500
free
of
interest,
a
kind disposition is gratified.—The little mer
were informed that the President claimed
facts
because
they
conclusively
show
that
tected
man,
’
’
clung
to
the
furious
steed,
mode
of
compensating
a
Cashier
of
which
we
ry fellow became a favorite with the captain,
the Leonards have the entire control of the the right by virtue of his official relation to the
till Centaur-like, he appeared to make part have found no other example.
officers, and even the very crew.
corporation in point of fact, they represent bank, to have the custody of all or any part of
of
the
animal
itself.
Long
was
the
conflict,
The
first
remarkable
irregularity,
which
It was upon a bright day, when the ship
ing 283 out of 500 shares, and giving in a full its property without the responsibility of a
and
the
fears
of
his
associates
become
more
attracted
our
notice,
was
the
omission
on
the
was sailing in a southerly direction, the child
meeting of the stockholders, 76 out of 135 charge against him in the bank books. The
relieved
as
with
matchless
skill,
the
rider
part
of
the
Stockholders
to
establish
a
code
of
stole from the cabin.—His father was occu
claim of the President seems to have been
votes.
preserved
his
seat,
and
with
matchless
force
by-laws
for
the
legal
and
orderly
conducting
pied *t thetime in listening to an account of
conceded to him by the Directors.
In
connection
with
this
part
o,f
the
subject,
controlled
the
courser
’
s
rage,
when
the
gal

the
business
of
the
Bank.
A
committee
was
the perils encountered by the captain upon a
On the 31st of December, the President’s
may be proper for us to state another fact’.
former voyage. The boy climbed up the lant horse, summoned all his powers to one appointed at one of their meetings for the it
account appears to have been settled, and
It
appears
from
comparing
the
charter
with
a
mighty
effort,
reared
and
plunged
with
tre

purpose
of
drafting
such
a
system,
but
the
sided the ship, stooped over the bulwarks
here commences anew era in the business of
violence, burst his noble heart, and committee seems never to have reported, certified copy of the petition on which it was the
for the purpose oi looking down upon the mendous
bank. The balance against him was
died in an instant.
and the corporation continues to this time granted, that all the petitioners eighteen in carried to a new account which was now
broad waves. A frightful situation.
“ The rider alive, unharmed, and without without any rules or by-laws for the transac number, are named in the act of incorpora opened between A. & I Leonard and the
*4 Your bright-haired boy has gone up the
a wound, was joined by the youthful groupe, tion of their business, with a single exception tion. Of these eighteen, fourteen reside in bank, or rather as it was understood by the
cabin stairs,” said the captain to the father.
vassalborough and the adjoining town of
Mr. Albert immediately ascended to the and all gazed upon the generous steed, which of a law directing the manner in which stock vV inslow. When the bank was put into op parties, the cashier, and thenceforward the
deck ; and all the blood in his cheek shrunk now prostrate, “ trailed in dust the honors of shall be transferred. No authority is given eration, only two of the original members of account has been kept in their name. From
to his heart when he saw the situation of his his mane,” while from his distended nostrils by the corporation to the Directors or to any the corporation took stock, and these only 15 this t ime, the operations of the bank appear to
son. But the boy gave him no time to think; gushed in torrents the life-blood that a mo other person to discount notes, loan money or shares, that is, 3 per cent of the whole a- have been principally carried on in their cow à
transact any other species of business in their
for partly turning round his neck, and taking ment before had swollen in his veins.
mount. It is thus apparent that the persons ing room. They had there their own vault ;
“ The first surprise was scarcely over with name.
his small hands from their resting place, he
to
whom the charter was granted, before the they discounted notes and received payments
a
what
’
s
to
be
done
?
who
shall
tell
this
tale
?
We inquired of the President the reason
attempted to wave his father towards him.
investment of a single dollar in the bank, of them : they received deposites and paid
when
the
party
were
summoned
to
the
morn

of
this
extraordinary
omission,
and
were
an

them out on checks drawn on the Vassalbo
At that moment a sea struck the oppo
’s meal. A conversation the most mal swered that the Stockholders had taken the passed over almost their entire interest in rough bank.—Their counting room appears,
site side of the vessel—the boy lost his bal ing
the charter to persons, who were strangers
apropos
to
the
youthful
culprits,
became
in

subject
into
consideration
and
had
come
to
have been made an office of discount and
ance—he fell into the black water, and a
to the Legislature. AVhether this was the to
huge billow displayed him upon its swelling troduced by the matron’s asking: Pray, the conclusion that by-laws were unnecessa original intention of the petitioners
not deposit of the bank to all intents, except
young
gentlemen
have
you
seen
my
blooded
ry.
That
they
are
indispensable
to
the
legal
back!
that when money was deposited with them
colts in your rambles, I hope they are well and safe conducting the business of a Bank known to us. The public interest is undoubt other than the contents of a note discount
The wretched father uttered a dreadful taken
edly best promoted bv leaving the transfer of ed, no account was rendered to the bank.
care
of
;
my
favorite
I
am
"told,
is
as
ing
Corporation
is
too
obvious
to
need
illustra

shriek, and sprang over the bulwark into the large as his sire. Considerable embafrasstion ; and the 7th section of the charter this species of property perfectly free. But It did not appear by their deposite led
sea.
men being observable, the lady repeated her of this Bank seems to require that they this is not a transfer of bank stock, it is a sale of ger that the bank was made debtor for
The man at the helm was the only person question,
when George Washington replied: should be established at the first meeting of a legislative grant, authorizing the establish money thus deposited. The President sta
at that time upon deck. He instantly left the \ our favorite,
ment of a bank, to persons, who were unknown ted that these deposites were entered on
the sorrel, is dead, madam. the Stockholders.
wheel, ran down the cabin stairs, and with
to the Legislature. One important consider the private account of A. & I. Leonard with
Dead,
exclaimed
the
lady,
why
how
has
Another
subject
to
which
our
attention
is
a trembling lip told the master of the acci this happened ? Nothing dismayed, the Chief
particularly called, was the distribution of ation in granting abank charter, may reasona- the depositors. Whether this was the under
dent.
| bly be believed to be the individual characters
II Out with the boat in an instantroared continued: That sorrel horse has long been the capital stock.—-In the second section’of!i and responsibility of the persons who apply standing of the depositors we are not inform
considered
ungovernable,
and
beyond
the
the
charter
it
is
provided,
that
not
more
ed, but the deposites were paid out on checks
the captain, and at the ociiiiG.
same time, iunmng
running -spc
newer of man to back or ride him; this than 10 percent, of the capital shall be owned i for it, but if bank charters are disposed of as drawn in the common form on the Vassalbo
wildly about the deck, “ call the fresh watch ! fffi,
i
this
has
been,
all
inquiries
on
these
points
aided by my friends, we forced a by any one person, nor by several persons
rough bank, and blank checks were furnish
itelv!! Matf>
and about ship immediately
Mate, nn
up the ffiorning
into his mouth, I backed him, I rode him, constituting a copartnership.—The obvious will be but of little use.
ed by the firm to the depositors to be used
shrouds directly ; keep a sharp eye on the bit
h,e brst instalment was paid in bn the for
and
in
a
desperate
struggle
for
the
mastery,
intention
of
this
provision
is
to
prevent
any
this purpose.
poor gentleman and his boy, and let your arm he fell under me and died on the spot. The
26th September. The specie was carried to
one
person,
or
copartnership,
from
obtaining
From Dec. 31, 1825, to June 21,1826, ther
be directed to where the waves carry them.”
Vassalborough, but as the vault of the bank appear
hectic
of
a
moment
was
observed
to
flush
in
a
controlling
influence
over
the
operations,
in the books of A. & I Leonard to
The captain was the first to spring into the
was not completed, upwards of $19,000 was
boat, and his crew eagerly followed him. the matron’s cheek, but, like a summer of the corporation, and making the busi delivered to the President, immediately car- have been three settlements, when the ac<
cloud,
it
soon
passed
away,
all
was
serene
and
ness
and
interests
of
the
Bank
subservient
For never did a true American sailor wait for
i ried out of town, and never afterwards return count stood as follows :
a second order when his aid was required.— tranquil, when she remarked, it is well, but to their own private speculations. Such a ed to the bank, though the vault was comTime.
TJr.
while
I
regret
the
loss
of
my
favorite,
I
re

power
in
the
hands
of
a
single
individual,
Bravery and kindness of heart are often sy
May 21,1826,
1 pleted on the 3d of October, and the Direct
$141,490 52
however
obtained,
has
in
more
instances
joice
in
my
son,
who
always
sheaks
the
nonymous.
June
2,
“
50,589
52
ors
then
commenced
discounting.
This
sum,
than one proved highly prejudicial to the
“ Pull, my lads ; for God’s sake pull!” said truth.
June 21, **
the President charged himself with, in his
53,371 64
interests,
not
only
of
the
Stockholders,
but
of
“
At
the
time
of
this
occurrence,
the
figure
the captain, as he kept turning round at one
private account with the bank. The second
Time.
Cr. T
Bal, against them.
time to see the mate on the mast point of the Chief is described by his contempora the public.—This provision, also, taken in instalment was paid on the 3d of April, and
May 21,1826, $116,011 42
connexion
with
the
12th
section,
by
which
ries
as
being
that
of
the
Athletx
of
the
25,478 70
ing out the direction th* bodies had taken,
on
the
same
day
A.
&
I.
Leonard
received
of
June 2,
games. Although of manners, somewhat the private property of the Stockholders is,
18,361 73
32,442 79
and then to steer the boat aright.
the
bank
$17,300,
with
which
they
charged
20,060 92
36,310 72
The men did not utter a word ; but pulled grave and reserved, he indulged in the gaie under certain circumstances, made liable for themselves in their private account with the June 21, “
ties common to the youth of that period, par the debts of the corporation, provides a more •
It appears from this statement, that the
at their oars with all their power.
bank.
We
have
already
stated
that
they
“’Tis a drifting sea,” said the captain. ticularly excelled in all the manly exercises, safe and ample f“dto meet its obligations actually paid the instalments on 283 shares. Leonards received of the bank from the 31st
of December, 1825, to June 21,1826, the sum
Not one of the meh answered him; but each sought the companionship of the intelligent and secure the public from losses, than would
On examining the discount book we found of $190,524 79, of which, at the last date,
and deserving, and was beloved and admi ordinarily be found, if the stock were monop
continued to labor away.
that on the first discount day, four stockhold they had in their hands a balance of $36,310
red
by
all
who
knew
him,
olized
by
a
small
number
of
persons.
In
the
“ I have my fears ¡—keep a good look out at
distribution of the stock of the Bank we think ers, three of whom were directors, obtained 72. The rest was accounted for by notes
the head of the boat, Atkins !”.
the spirit if not the letter of this provision of discounts to the amount of $9,500, of which discounted or taken on account of the bank«
Here the captain turned around to look
AFFECTATION IN THE PULPIT.
w tt l£aned to Wm. H. Brettun and Of these notes $44,645 65 were then in their
the charter has been disregarded.
again at the directing arm upon the ship’s
We have not unfrequently been disgusted
The following is a list of all the Stockhold- William H. Brettun, Jr. his son. On the 3d hands and had not been delivered to the
mast; and he turned deadly cold when he with affectation in preachers of the gospel.
ot April, when the second instalment was
saw the mate arise, as if in an alarm, his Of all men in the world to exhibit this folly, ' ers with the number of shares standing on paid, these two stockholders increased their Cashier. The whole amount of money which
the books of the Bank in the names of each,
the bank had on hand on the 21st of June, in
bands on high !
loan
to 11,000. Nothing had been paid on cluding its own bills, bills of other banks and
in none is it more offensive or more criminal.
which we have added the places of their
“God of Heaven!” cried the captain; The man who occupies the pulpit, the church to
these
loans
at
the
time
when
we
were
at
the
residence.
specie, was $41,297 83—Of this sum, $36,310
‘then they have indeed sunk !”
i
*iave constantly had out of the 72 was in the hands of A. & I. Leonard, at
expect and the community expect has renoun
Shares.
“ I saw it,” exclaimed the second officer, ced
bank
$1000
more
than
the
whole
amount
of
dissimulation in words and actions, & par
Hallowell, $4,987 11 in the hands of the
A. 3c I. Leonard, 50, Hallowell.
who was stationed in the' bows of the boat. ticularly
their stock. It is not pretended these loans cashier at the bank. These facts satisfacto
when he presents himself as a mes
E. C. Leonard,
10,
“I saw it shake its jaws ! and look, Sam, is senger of truth. Affectation is founded on
are
illegal,
but
it
is
to
be
borne
in
mind,
that
rily shew that the business of the bank has
Caro. Leonard, 33,
that the yellow gulf weed between his teeth ? dissimulation. The man who practicesit,
in the late bank charters, and in this among been almost wholly transacted by the Leon
C. M. Leonard, 10,
Purely it can’t be the poor childs hair !”
the
rest,
the
bank
is
prohibited
from
loaning
does not act in his natural character : he ap
ards at Hallowell, There tl^e funds of the
F. W. Leonard,
10,
The dreadful catastrophe was soon partly pears in disguise. It is prompted by a desire
to its stockholders on a pledge of stock. The bank are kept, notes discounted and pay
J. E. Leonard,
10,
told. A billow, lightly tinged with blood, to procure for ourselves an admiration of
mischief
intended
to
be
guarded
against
by
ments received. The notes, when discount
Julia Leonard,
10,
rose around the boat and displayed within its qualities, we do not possess ; and it flatters
this provision, is the withdrawal of the capi ed, are entered, as we have before observed,
Mary Andrews, 50, ’Providence,
centre a huge shark !”
tal
by
the
stockholders
in
permanent
loans.
the heart with the acquisition of unmerited
on a sheet, and the President asserted that
\Vi». H. Brettun,. 50, Livermore,
Jt is to the liberty of loaning on this security. the money was advanced on them by ths
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From the JPorfolk Herald of Monday.
Ofthe
firm, out of their own private fund's, and that
DREADFUL ACCIDENT.
“shall only
ILL-FATED PETERSBURG!
they were not carried to the account of the
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
On Wednesday last the 19th inst. as a car
Again our sympathies are aroused for - the
bank until they ha . received the approba
SATURDAY, AUGUSTIS,
Scarcely avan from the State of New-York, contain
tion of a majority of the Directors.
îmisfortunes of this devoted town.
ertio»8 **
Dialogue between a lawyer a pretended
we time to record one disaster that has ing some wild beasts which were intended
This large amount of money, constituting have
]
Our readers will recollect that in our
it, ere another succeeds. Yesterday . for publie exhibitionnât Sherbrook on the fol friend of the present administration and a
t almost the entire funds of thé bank, was en- befallen
]
at one o’clock (as we learn by two lowing day, was standing in the Inn-yard at farmer.
number, there was a communication over the >
trusted to A. & 1. Leonard, as before to the morning
(
L. Ah ! I am happy to see you, hope you signature of “ Many” expressing dissatisfac
President, without anv charge against them L• gentlemen of this town who arrived last night Lennoxville, in the district of St. F rancis, m
the
absence
of
the
keepers
some
persona
ex

o the books of.the bank. The only account in the steam-boat Richmond,) the inhabitants
are well.
tion that John Maffitt alias John N. Maffitt
-slan^J
F. Tolerable.
.
kept was in a private memorandum book ot were again aroused from their slumbers, by cited by curiosity, lifted a trap /door which
L. 1 have been wishing an opportunity to should be admitted into our Meeting-house
inclosed
a
cage,
in
which
were
a
pair
of
Bra

the
oft
repeated
cry
of
F
ire
!
and
in
a
fey
The“ tlunS c
the Cashier, and the whole was considered
Lion
where <
zilian
Panthers.
During
this
.period,
the
see
and
converse
with
you,
knowing
you
are
a
as a mere private affair between them and hours between 20 and 25 houses were m
at which Mr. Israel W. Bourne, was
Eld^nno'
the Cashier. The bank itfolf had no record ashes. The fire commenced in a stable, be- wife of Mr. Elliott, the innkeeper, incautious* man of influence in your town, on the ap offended, he having considered himself
or ;charge to exhibit, against them, while twen Old and Bank-streets, communicated, ly approached so near the grating as to ena^ proaching election for senators, in our countv
they were.in possession of between thirty there seems to be no doubt, by the hand of an file one of the beasts to seize her right hand -—how are you disposed toward the new list r charged with acting as squire “ Sancho” not
2< Not well disposed at all ; I think and to “ Don Quixotte” but to Mr. Maffitt,on his
and forty thousand dollars of its funds. It is incendiary. We are unable tolearn the names with his claw, which he immediately did and
aohoniet°fo
due to the Cashier to say that he has always of the sufferers or the amount of property drew it with irresistible force into the interi my neighbors think,that the new listas you journey here-—But we presume that the com
Lance, and
remonstrated against this course of proceed destroyed. We are informed however, that or of the cage, where th e band and arm were call them, are Crawfordites, or tools of John munication over “Many” was not the sole Krovidedho
ing, as well as against other irregularities in the fire was confined to the intermediate instantlv fastened upon by both of the ani Holmes, and you know, Mr. Jesuit, that John cause of the very “ learned” gentleman’s, |
¿cent feeing
the management of the institution. But his space between the two streets above named, mals, & entirely destroyed in a few moments. Holmes is not friendly to J. Q. Adams, and
phrenzy, for while here, his whole battery of I be emp^y^
Temonstranc.es have been overruled by the and that no house on either was destroyed, Considerable portions of the flesh being de was in favor of Crawford.
jlndsforhi
L. But neighbor Plainly, I tell you you are words (which any person acquainted with
President, who has effectually asserted his though the store of Mr. Thomas Drummond, voured, and the remainder lacerated and torn
claim of right, to have the custody ot the a very valuable establishment, was saved from the bones in a manner too horrible for deceived. Mr. Holmes is a plain downright the “ learned” gentleman’s abilities, must i tbe countena
• raatcorrespe
bank’s property. The right which he claim with great difficulty. The buildings destroy description ; and it was with considerable dif republican (these words must be drawled
ed by virtue of his office, he seems to have telt ed were principally of wood ; but some of ficulty that the panthers were at length forced out) and always has been—he was to be sure: consider very powerful,) were directed against ■' Above you
fio difficulty in transferring to the, firm, ot them valuable. Thus, in the short space of to relinquish their fond hold sufficiently to en in favor of Mr. Crawford, but he now is1 the editor of the Kennebunk Gazette, as the: | defence of
which he is the senior partner. I he man a fortnight, has Petersburg been visited by able the bystanders to withdraw theremams friendly to the Administration.
author of a paragraph under our Marine head;,
tion intended
F. Ah ! friend Jesuit, you must tell that
ner in which it has been exercised appears three destructive fires, by which she has lost of the mangled limb from their voracious fangs.
jjleteoverthr
Amputation was performed about three hours story to the marines, the sailors wont believe; headed “ Aquatic Information.” The very
jn the statement above. It is proper hère to nearly sixty houses.
afterwards, as near the articulation of the you, as Jack Tar says. You have deceived1 sagacious squire having taken it into his head
remark that the Messrs.-Leonards are large
able an
joint as was practicable, by Mr. us often ; you deceived us by telling us some' that the Monk-Fish alluded to his friend
ly engaged in trade.
Mr. Enos Kellogg, having occasion to cross shoulder
s
i
human
gear
of Sherbrook, assisted by Mr. Nich time since the Argus was in favor of Adams, Maffitt, and his tender to no other person tham
That, while this mode of transacting the Onion river, Vermont, at a fording place 2 or Martin
1
1 [ head and be£
;
but
there
still
remains
some
lacerations
until
the
Argus
ifoelftold
us,
you
was
lying
to
business of the bank is continued, neither the 3 miles below the village, by some mistake ols
(
preceptor of
deep punctures on the upper part of the us, by acknowledging they were in favor ot the learned Preceptor of Dover Academy—
public nor the Stockholders are, adequately entered the stream a fa place where the wa- and
:
and neck, occasioned by the efforts Crawford, so we can’t beleive you. Good For which breach of hospitality and good, ^’ town of Bov1
secured against eventual loss is too clear ter, at a short distance from the shore, was of shoulder
:
to admit of a doubt. It is. evident that the very great depth. The horse proved to be a of
. breeding on our part, the powerful teacher*
< the beasts to drag the body into the cage. morning.
Z. But stop my dear friend Plainly, do previous to leaving this place on his re I j seivemnch
business ofthe Leonards is so mixed up witn good swimmer, and might have taken them 'The unfortunate sufferer wa» a woman much
by following
the business of the bank, they constantly hold across unharmed ; but soon after the waggon :respected and esteemed in the District, with hear to reason.
>
,
F. No, no, I can’t stop. You have reasons turn home, promised us a severe castigation? ■ [ ¿voiding, wh
, ing in their hands nearly all its funds, that began to float, the forward wheels, together a; numerous family ; and the circumstance has
their failure would at once produce that of the with the axle, became by some means de- <excited a strong feeing of eommisseration and as thick as blackberries, but they all tend through the medium of the Dover Gazette., i fity, the foil.
throughout the neighboring townships. to your own advancement. You can give no And as he left Kennebunk foaming with rage
bank. This opinion we expressed to the Pres tached from the rest of the waggon. Mr. sorrow
i
! cretion has 1
ident, and he admitted that our views on the Kellogg who had formerly been accustomed It is some consolation however, to her friends, good reason why I should voté for Messrs. against us, we had many fears lest he should ■ [ fore observe
subject were correct ; but he added that no to the exercise of swimming, directed his that although she is at present in a dangerous ■Dennet, Swett, and Emery who are Craw
assume the form of the Swor^-Fish, and by 1 part, with I.
bank could be expected to remain in credit wife to cling to him, whilst he himself, hold state, considerable hopes are entertained of. ,fordites, when I am an Adams, man. .
L. Ah! You know what the scripture an uncommon effort of his powerful abilities,, 11’jnan, and as
when its president had failed. We stated ing by the reins as far from the horse as pos her recovery.
fully and strongly our, opinion of the danger sible, kept himself and his wife above water,
says “ the ways of the—
inflict on us a deadly thrust from his immac : jqr. Maffitt
Oh, you need not quote the bible—the
and impropriety of this mode of transacting until his horse had drawn them to the oppo■ [Prom the Richmond Enquirer of the 2Sth
ulate pen, dipped in the gall of bitterness,
discomfiture
Father
of
lies
could
do
that
to
suit
his
own
the business of the bank. The Cashier and site bank. Mr. K. and his wife are both
July’].
which diffused its powerful influence over his [ nious suit fo:
purposes.
OBSERVER.
Mr, Southwick, one ofthe Directors who was more than 62 years of age.
MR. JEFFERSON’S MEMOIR, &c.
present appeared to be sensible of it, and as
sallow countenance while threatening us with ! so leave hin
We understand, that Mr Jefferson has left
sured us that it should be corrected. The
destruction—But alas, the poor Preceptor’s . may have b<
Lombard
street,
between
fifth
and
sixth
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
President, however, though present at this streets, was on Tuesday evening last, throwni behind him a Memoir of a part of his own
Popgun, has gone off with its charge of
Life
and
Times
;
he
commenced
its
compomerits of th
time, gave us no such assurance.
into great consternation by a report that a
Whilst the names of Dennett, Swett and and muddy water, and not one particle of the
We have no doubt that atpresent the bank three story brick house, opposite the African s’tion in the 77th year of his age in 1820 and
our readers
î,s fully able to meet all demands against it. Church, was haunted ; and that a ghost had finished it in 1821. It goes back to the time Emery are held up to the electors of this squib has reached us. We think he must have
Asitresp
But while its business is conducted as it has been scentraversing the rooms several pre of his grand-father, traces the progress of County, and their merits expatiated on by enlisted into his service as Corporal or gun. ' one, or the
been hitherto we do not think it entitled to vious nights ; in consequence, about dusk, a his own Education, touches upon the causes some two or three political jugglers whose
sume not to
and events of the American Revolution, gives untiring zeal in the Crawford cause has been ner, the active, intrepid, and we might have
that degree of credit, which ought to belong
five or six hundred persons assem a particular account of the Declaration of In witnessed by all, but little has been offered
to institutions of this kind. Its solvency will crowd
'bled inoffront
or proprifectly willin
of the above mentioned house, dependence ; presents many interesting that would seem to require a change in our added, “ learned” editor, publisher
v.
n
depend on that of A. & I. Leonard, a house it which was uninhabited by all that’s mor
and choose
senatorial representation. Are our present etor of the Dover Gazette,whose rammer hk,
is believed now in good credit, but liable to tai. It seems, that its last tenant had meta sketches of the condition and celebrated
disturb t
the vicissitudes ot all persons extensively en violent death ; and those who had seen “ the characters of France, while he was minister senators friendly to the national and state his prototype, Tommy Thu mb’s sword, w
gaged in trade. The solvency of a bank ghost,” swore that it was an exact resem in that country—and terminates with his ac governments? Are they capable—aye they havebeen made of a small needle, er like , whavegu!
ought to rest, while banknotes constitute the •blance of the unfortunate suicide, sundry ceptance of the office of Secretary of' State. honest—are they faithful to the constitution ? his employer, his nerves were unstrung by
and we pra
whole circulating medium of the country, on “ wise saws” were uttered on the occasion ; He has also left behind him for publication Thesé questions every unprejudiced man will passion, so that between them both they fail
never be wi
answer
in
the
affirmative.
Do
they
represent,
]
a, more solid foundation than the solvency of and the Witch of Endor was quoted in oppo three vols, of Anas, comprising various con
, to ram home their charge with sufficient
any trading house employing the whole of its sition to Dr. Ferrar, but all seemed in breath versations and transactions, in which he was the private add political feelings of a vast ma- ed
.
to make the deadly havoc on our repu- I
capital any perhaps much more in commer less expectation of the reappearance of his concerned, while he was Secretary of State. jority of the electors of this county ? the over- force
LAT
cial speculations, however opulent it may be. ghostship, until one more courageous than Besides these, he has prepared for the press, whelmning vote which has twice welcom ,tation for which it was intended. But that
The ship
ed
them
to
their
seats
gives
an
answer
that
«
12
or
15
vols.
.
Of
correspondence,
labelled
In the course of our examination the books the rest volunteered to make a forcible entry
this port, h
none of its powers may be lost, we will so far
of the bank were readily submitted to our in into the house, and lay the spirit in the Red with the years in which tney were written. cannot be misunderstood. Has Mr. Dennett
drass. Caf
gratify
our
adversary
as
to
copy
his
“
learn/
1
in
the
course
of
his
political
career
exhibit

In
these
MS.
vols,
not
bound,
but
stitched,
he
spection; but many ofthe interrogatories put Sea or somewhere else. His power of exor
Peace had
ed
such
devotedness
to
the
interests
and
feel

ed
”
production
into
the
“
popular
and
reI
has
carefully
laid
away
copies
of
all
his
in

to the President and Cashier, especially cism, however, was much doubted by many
ish and th<
those relating to that portion of the business faithful old dames, who strongly dissuaded teresting Setters, as taken by the Polygraph. ings of his constituents—such a. jealousy for spectable” “ Kennebunk Gazette,” that it I Vandaloo, ‘
the
honor
and
dignity
of
the
State,
as
now
It
is
unnecesary
to
state,
that
these
letters
of the bank which had’been done at Hallow our hero from the adventurous attempt; but
of Feb. 1
ell, were answered by the former evasively, he was determined, and his determination are full of interest ; they are addressed to va requires the substitution of his. name for that may receive a more extensive circulation,, i Twenty-fiv
of
Mr.
Prime
?
The
people
have
said
no
;
and
that
none
of
its
powers
may
be
lost.\
rious
persons
ançl
on
various
subjects
;
and
and by the latter when in presence of the gave courage to half a dozen others who fol
Twenty-fix
when published, will more fully display that'■ and the ground upon which their judgment
President under apparent constraint.
and Fifty I
him. After searching the house some felicity of style and grandeur of principles,> was given, viz. his unparralled conduct on ' Readers
“ DID YOU EVER SEE A WHALE?" ! ine’es of A
To our inquiry whether the cashier had lowed
time,-the crowd outside in breathless anxiety
given bond according to a provision in the as to th© result, he appeared at the door, for which their author was so eminently dis, the subject of the Tennessee resolutions If you never have, read the following filthy
and Tavoy
tinguished. Some of these letters were prior which were laid before the senate in the win
act of incorporation, both President and bringing
with him “ the ghost,” who iiistead to the Revolution ; ami the last of the Series ter of 1824—the zeal and activity evinced by and lutninous production, supposed from ti$ [ The Cor
Cashier replied that such a bond had been of being an
was IF'. Pi
immaterial form of white, turn
executed, but the President stated that he ed out to be a real substance, composed of is hit celebrated Reply to Mr. AVcightman, him in procuring a request signed by the pen of Israel W. Bourne, (as he had pre w [ and Mrs. J
had left it at home. Twice since the exam flesh and bones, as we are, with an exterior written ten days before bis death. This is members of the legislature that, our Delega ly promised us something of the kind)“ pwThe Bisl
laid the very last in the vol. for 1826. Some tion should attend the Congressional Caucus,
ination it has been intimated to the Directors
black as Hagar. In plain English, it was a ©f those letters are very long—they discuss a which was contrary to the determination of porting” to be the “ learned, popular and re* " Trichinop«
that if they wishedfit t® appear by our report as
April.
coloured man, who confessed himself a col variety of the most interesting topics : among a majority of our legislators as expressed at a spectable” Preceptor of Dover Acad’emythat the corporation were in possession of league
The sliij
of another of hi sown, tribe, who had
such a bond it ought to be produced to one of in vain made application to the owner of the the rest we have heard an elaborate letter previous meeting—and against the known We presume he has improved as a teacher
don, was fc
the Commissioners, and assurances were giv house to become his tenant, and in order to of his to Col. Monfbe, immediately after the wishes of three-fourths of the people in the
en to the Commissioner who made the sug reduce the owner to compliance, and in the capture of Washington, spoken of in the state—together with the readiness he has ev since he left our village, for when he left, it [
er shown to sacrifice the interèst of the peo was the opinion of “.Many” .that there was
gestion, that this should be done, but it has mean time to prevent another tenant hastily highest terms.
The Sw:
He has also left many other MSS. amongst ple to his personal aggrandizement, give a much room for his improvement both as a
not been done, and the omission leads to a taking
letter iron
it, they had concerted the plan of giv
suspicion that when the Cashier delivered ing the house the character of being the a- his papers': with these some compositions weight to the determination which no lapse' teacher and gentleman—Yetawav with such
the
fell of:
of time can remove and which the efforts of
over to the President the large amount of bode of spirits. The spirit and his employer labelled “ Juvenilities.”
In every
’
allusions,
they
savour
too
muclv
of
’
Mr,
interested
politicians
or
the
machinery
of
All his papers are put up with a neatness
property above mentioned, he had the pre were faken to the watch house ; and further
siasm exis
. Bourne, we consider such weapons toocoDand regularity, which uniformly distinguish party will be unable to shake.
caution to take up the bond which made'him this deponent saith not.
Trieste
The
readiness
with
which
the
opposers
of
ed
Mr.
Jefferson.
It
is
remarkable
that
he
responsible for it ; and that the institution
temptible to be made use of by the editor of
a convoy c
Philadelphia, U. 8. Gaz.
the
national
administration
have
supported
had
put
away,
as
among
his
most
select
papers,
now holds none against him. Common pru
: the Kennebunk Gazette ; his sense of h« J dria loade
his oWn Will, a copy of the first draught and Dr. Swett whenever he has appeared before
dence we think must have dictated such a
cha, had f
The gold and silver specie and bullion, im altérations of the Declaration of Indepen the people as a candidate for their suffrages,( soars above such littleness, and his heart
step to toe Cashier and that no blame can at
have been
tach to him for taking it. The Cashier ap ported into the United States during the dance, and some affectionate memorials of will be accounted for as a knowledge of that; shrinks from contending with abeingposat Napoli,
pears to have experienced much perplexity commercial year ending Sept. 30th last, a- family feeling. These three were arranged gentleman -shall be acquired. Without de sessing a mind so contemptible and so pestiletters froi
tracting from any reputation he may have\ farious as must be the author of such bringsand difficulty in the discharge of his official amounted to 6(150,765 dollars. In the same together in the same compartment.
rahim was
duties. Placed in other, circumstances we period, agreeably to the Custom House re
As soon as the proper arrangements can be earned in his profession, it isbut fair to state,r gate rant.—When we take up the gwntlet
TheHydi
believe he would, have proved himself to be turns, the export of gold and silver was 8,- made, this memoir,these anas, and most of (as he has placed himself in a situation where
resistance
797,055 dollars; from which it appears that this correspondence, will be laid before his his character is in a measure the property against any one, even in our own deduce,
a faithful, intelligent and correct officer.
Two th«
At the close of our investigation, Mr. the export exceeded the import by 2,646,290 country. Few men’s papers can be so rich in of the public) that his want of a thorough we wish that person to be a man of prirciple,
uge at Sal
valuable materials as those of Mr. Jefferson. knowledge of the interests and politicks of of decency and of honour, but such we 4o not
Southwick and the Cashier requested ths dollars.
the other
jEijX style and his sentiments contribute to the County, joined to a constitutional indécis-,
Commissioners to postpone making their re
in great i
port until the stockholders and Directors
lèfed an inestimable attraction to every sub ion of mind which places him in no small de consider the author of the publication we
ISAAC B. DESHA.
them. .
gree
under
the
influence
of
his
political
have
before
alluded
to
—
We
therefore
with
could have time to correct the errors into
ject
which
he
handled.
—
Tetigit
nihil
quod
The Frankfort (Ky.) Argus of July 19, says,
The Ai
which the Institution had fallen. And had .at the latest accounts, this miserable man non ornavit.—'The public will wait impa friends, would but ill qualify him, to fill the these observations withdraw ourselves froi»
him Pach
the President joined in the request, which he was still alive ; but there is not the least tiently for the publication, and the most dis place which Mr. Scamman of Saco has for the tilt ground of such disgraceful writers as , sail, and c
did not, and had not the disorders of this bo chance of his recovery. His windpipe is sev tant posterity will profit by his labours. the last two years held witfi credit to himself
occupy the columns of the Dover Gazette.-*
dy corporate appeared to us incurable, we ered quite in two, and he can take no suste The beauties of Liberty, the real principles and honor to his constituents.
Whilst Mr. Elden continued in the exhi But to the extract—
should probably have complied with their nance, q^cept liquids poured into his mouth. of the constitution, will be found developed
■ Intellig
bition of the same independent principles
wishes. Had' the irregularities which we
in the most impressive forms.
“ There is something so comical in it,
.'Onization
have described proceeded from inadvertence,
There has been no opportunity yet of re which have ever marked his political course
I ne’er was so tickled by ffialf;
UNFORTUNATE OCCURRENCE.
Liberia t
or negligence, hopes of reformation might
cording Mr. Jefferson’s Will. It was written it was hardly to be expected that an opposi
healthy
And were I to die the next minute
We are sorry to state, that in the course in March last ; condensed, expressive, simple, tion to his election would hfove been attempt
have been entertained ; but the aberrations
The govi
of the Institution from the path of duty, of an entertainment given by the officers to and elegant. He has left all his books to the ed. And it appears that no man of less pre
I verily think I should laugh.”
ed measu
seemed to us to be the result of contrivance the corps of Jefferson Volunteers, at Poplar University, of which it has not already copies. sumption than Col. Emery of Biddeford could
300 miles
be found willing to run against him. The
and design, and nothing short of an intention- Spring on Saturday evening last, a quarrel,
From the Dover Gazette ofthe^thind.
Slave tfa
Col. or his friends, (presuming he has some
ayose, or rather an old dispute was revived,
. al fraud upon the Legislature.
We observe in that very learned, pop«*
KEENE#.N« H. AUG. 4, 1826.
diction.
not understanding that he had met with a lar“and
The village called Gatchell’s corner, where between Robert Penn and Raleigh Rosser,
respectable
paper,
called
the
Kenne

the Vassal borough Bank is placed, is the both members, which . after a while led to
The Burlington paper says there is no change the last month,) have really brought bunk Gazette, of the 5th inst. purporting to
smallest within our knowledge in which such blows, and resulted finally in the death of the cause for alarm, and that in the vicinity of no ordinary load to the opposition ticket. be edited by the erudite, consiteM andacCapt. <
an Institution has been established ; it con latter. On Sunday morning an inquest was the Burlington Bank “ the public mind is un And if an abandonment of every political complished James K. Remick, or
arrived '
tains but two traders, of whom the Cashier held over the body of Rosser, and a verdict disturbed, and public confidence unshaken.” principle and connexion may be considered memory, a most slanderous and scurrilous
js one ; and we left it under a conviction tfiat rendered by the jury, substantially, that the
A “ ruinous run” was made last week upon an earnest of future tergiversation, his eleva communication over the signature “ ManA, . days, sta
the business of every description transacted deceased came to his death by blows inflicted the Worcester Bank, by the allies for $48,- tion to the senate would reflect the like hon If want of truth, grammar, erudition, and a I place, a:
Sea rep,
or on the electors of York, as does that of Col. the rudiments and prerequisites tor W
at the place, was quite too inconsiderable to bv Robert Fenn. As Fenn has surrendered 000.
Creek pi
give countenance to such an establishment.
himself to the civil authority, we forbear to
By a statement of theTresident it appears Dunlap on those of Cumberland. But there composition be a passport for communication
and robb
make any comments on this unhappy affair.
that the allied banks Ciad collected more need be no fears entertained by the admin of this extraordinary appearance, we are
JAMES BRIDGE,
Account:
than half the Worcester money actually in istration in other parts of the state ; the elec cidedly of opinion that “Many wiW^
ASHUR WARE,
brigs, w
It is said of an old Athenian General that circulation-—that $28,000 in specie was paid, tors of this County are well aware of the with great interest and concern, lheawi
EL1PHALET GREELY.
been cap
taking.his son into the arsenal, and pointing and a draft offered on the N. England Bank object expected to be obtained in the election attacks “ Mr. John Maffitt?’ by *
July 21,18215.
at Legh
to a piece of worn-out armor, which had been on sight for the remaining 20,00®, where the of the opposition Senators. But Mr. Holmes’ we presume he iheans the Rev. Jc
sailed for
thrown aside as useless, be observed--“ that is Ban¿ at Worcester had $39,000 deposited. reappointmeut to the U. S. Senate will not Maffitt, of this town, with all the unprovok
feerce.
made with the sanction of the County of fury and frenzy of Don Quixotte de la JVia
The following anecdote is illustrative of the way the People will treat you, after your This was refused, unless the Worcester be
foe delicate sensibility of a truly great mind. services?' We are glad to perceive that Bank would agree to make their deposits in York—it will not in accordance with the cha, without a spice of his courtesy or g ,
Alette
It is recorded in the “ Recollections of Wash the idea of a legislative appropriation for the the Suffolk Bank. A suit was instituted, and wishes of friends to the national administra breeding, adopting in preference the inan^
support of ex-presidents is daily gaining the Real Estate of the Worcester Bank at tion—it will not be supported bv
dated the
ington,” by G. W. P. Custis.
and sagacity of his renowned Squire
J
ELIOT.
popular
favor.
The
cases
of
Mr.
Jefferson
United
S
tached for security ! ! This is considered a
“ In the war of Independence, Green was
What injury can result to “ the suppo
ballast w
his Hiephestion yet such was his delicacy in and Mr. Monroe rouse both sentiment and “ foolish; wanton and unnecessary attack,”
the Rev. Mr.Fletcher,” or to the Rev.
barilla, a
and the Worcester papers (which have col
Nat. Gaz.,
bestowing praise, even where most deserved» reason.
tieman himself, from the preaching
BUST OF CARROLL.
umns on the subject) congratulate the Coun
Payment
.that he declined the mentioning of Greene’s
Mr. Browere has taken an excellent bust Maffitt, aided by Mr. Fletcher, and
ty, that the Blackstone Canal will soon ena of the venerable Charles Carroll. In a by his consent, we are at a loss to d |
of these e
WASHINGTON, AUG.l.
division, which had so gallantly covered the
ble
them
to
stop
commercial
intercourse
with
quals the
retreat from Brandywine, saying to that il
If
the
sage
supporters
of
Mr.
F.
he»m
letter
on
the
subject
Mr.
C.
says,
“
the
oper

THE CONSTITUTION.
a Capital, whose merchants are thus illiberal. ation of taking it was performed in two hours, the aforesaid editor, who as has heensnre
■ wise be 5
lustrious commander, who prayed that his
We perceive that a number of citizens of The bank discounted as usual all paper of
“ All j
ly remarked on another occasion, an
.
comrades might receive their well earned
New-York, in public meeting have, among fered the next week and pays promptly ; no with no inconvenience or pain.”
arealsol
commendati on—
ther read, write nor spell,
^er
’ Provided
“ You, Sir, are considered in this army as other matters, Resolved that it is expedient institution in the Commonwealth being in a
A canal is making by the Russian govern■ truth, because it is P^ishedby
Sentinel.
my favourite officer ; your division is com so to amend the Federal Constitution as more safe and solvent state.
.
than
Mr.
F.
himself,
why
so
be
i
ment to connect the waters at Archangel, in
By let
posed of Southrons,anymore immediate coun “ that no person be eligible to fill the office
the north of that country, with their ports on> folks, we know, if they can read at ai,
of President of the United States more than
ruary, w
trymen.—Such are my reasons.”
read no bible but their own. Bu,
POISONING CHILDREN.
one term, and that the term be extended
the Baltic.
.
being
litt
honor of the good people ofKpnncb n >
from four to six years.”
A child of Mr. George Brackley, of Green
|hgpf In
t
some
of
whom
we
are
acquainted,
am
ACf YAL.—Capt. Wm. B. Finch has been
wich, New-Jersey, died last weekin conse
The famous Col. Pluck, of Philadelphia,
entirely 1
, the aforesaid indecent and
nV >’ it
has arrived in New-York, in full uniform,
Scarcity
A Baltimorean, has discovered an impor quence of eating some molasses which had appointed to the command of the U. S. sloop: may contain the sentiments of
J
and has given notice that he may be seen for tant composition to prevent worms_ __
_ _
from
in been mingled with arsenic, for fhe purpose of war Vincennes, and Henry Ogden first does by no means conye^the opuutp
the cr
Lieut.
few days, at No. 5Qj in the Bowery.,
juring the bottoms of vessels in hot climates,
climates. of poisoning house files,

A

recollect
:asacofflrauni

tec’ into our Meeth*

U
Bonn^
m
lviel
“g W.
consid
ere7’JM
a'*|
“"gas squireV

«•y

1C Information.” yi, 1
alluded to his flieJ
yertonoothaperaitS

rtfofkDover
a* of hospitality

¿J

Part, the powerful teacher '
?ng tlM place on his g
isedusasetere «gati3
‘Un,“fthe
mnebunk foaming,
?
‘«“»nyfeanlesth,^
,°f
Swori-Fish.^U
WtofhlS/lOTO^^?'thrust from
<1 m the gall of bitterness
5 powerful influence
ce while threatening^
.alas,the poorPrec^
i off with its charge oftf
and not one particle of the:
lus. Wethinkhemusthavi
service as Corporal er U
itrepid,and we might hav^
’ editor, publisher or propril
Gazette,whose rammerlik(
>mmy Thumb’s
of a small neejle, er ¡¡y
s nerves were unstrung W
'et ween them both they faill
their charge with sufficiJ
e deadly havoc on our repuit was intended. But. W
s may be lost, we will so fa|

sary as to copy His
into the “ popular and re?
nnebunk Gazette,” that |
more extensive circuit;
its powers may belost.4
rER SEE A ‘WK™
; read the following m
»duction, supposed from
Journe, (as he had
mething of the kind)“^
e“ learned,
and ri
ptor of Dover Acadeniyi
has improved as a teach®
village, for when he 1$1
>f “.Many” .that there w
his improvement botbas)
leman—Yet away withsiiA
savour too mttcli’ of Mt
ider such weapons
nade use of by the edits!
gazett e ; his sense of w
[i littleness, and his .14
intending with a beinjpo?> contemptible and so ¡g
e the autlwr of such bi^
n we take up the g®4
, even in our own deiffij
son to be a man of prrf

f honour, but such we H
hor of the publication |

ided to-We therefore will
ns withdraw ourselves in
f such disgraceful writers
nns of the Dover Gazette^

ct—
lething so comical in it, |
¡o tickled by rhalf; I
die the next minute
tk I should laugh.”
ver Gazette of
in that very
ile naper, called the W
theP 5th lost, purpoj^
> erudite, consiteM

k’pere is a “redeeming spirit” even in Kenn.eThere has been a very severe shock of air Capt. Symmes after a circuit to Canada, stance, and died befo?e her daughter was bu To the Honorable Justices of the Court of
Ibunk. Of the Rev. John N. Maffitt himself earthquake at Bogota which has destroyed &c. has returned to Boston, where he propo ried !
Common Pleas begun and holden at York,
|We shall only say, that his gentlemanly de- some, and injured many of the best houses. ses to renew his lectures. He has been lis
within and for the County of York, on the
Iportment, his Christian zeal; his anxious ex The loss of property is computed, in some tened to with the utmost attention, in his
last Tuesday cf May, A. E). 1826,,
SUICIDE.
ertions- for the dissemination of moral and re letters at half a million of dollars. The whole route thro’ the Eastern States; and
Mr. Abner Allen put a!n end to his exis TJ ESP ECTFULL Y represents MOSES
ligious truth among his hearers, in particu- country in the neighborhood has likewise his lecturing has been treated with respect, tence on Saturday morning last, in Madison, ■JOf BURNHAM of Waterborough, in said
|lar, and throughout society generally, have suffered severely, and it is supposed that the if it has failed to produce conviction.
by suspending himself with a skein of yarn to County, Yeoman,That he is seized in fee and
Igreatly endeared him to the citizens of this shock has extended along the Northern range
Newburyport Herald.
a loom. He was a man advanced towards as tenant in common with persons to your pc*,
[place. We really ask pardon of our readers of the Andes, and that Venezuela has also
60 years of age, of intemperate habits, and titione.r unknown of and in a certain tract of
[for detaining them so long on the aforesaid suffered.”
The dead body of a man named Mitchell, while under the influence of spiritous liquor, land situated in said Waterborough, contain
“ slanderous scrap,” because we know that
who lived at Dover, was found floating on his reason forsook him, as it does all others ing four hundred acres more or less, being
I the “ thing”, containing it can have no circu
thy river 2d inst. near Portsmouth. It is in such cases, and impelled him to the fatal part of lot number twenty, and known by the
BLOCKADE OF ST. DOMINGO.
lation where decent people read, and if read,
Painesville f Ohio) Tell.
name of John Wheelwright’s land, excepting
Banks, of the brig Ajax, arrived said that a gondola passed up the river the deed.
t could gain no credit where Mr. Maffitt is per- at Captain
Saturday previous, in which the noise of men
from said tract a certain parcel thereof, con
Norfolk
on
the
29th,
in
14
days
from
Anti

t sonally known. We should advise the sapi- gua, informs the editors of the Beacon that quarrelling was heard; and Mitchell was
taining seventy-five acres m6re or less, (of
i ent editor of the Kennebunk Gazette so callxtiown to have been on board that boat. An
.which said .Burnham is sole ■ seized)^and
| ed, who is now on a visit in this vicinity, to he saw a letter to a gentleman in St. Johns, inquest was held ; verdict Murder !
bounded as follows, viz. beginning at the ppiid
! go home to his “ den,” and by long, obstinate which stated that the Island of St. Domingo
Ports. Journal.
at a wlute maple spotted on four sides, being
| penance, and a hearty apology to the public was Blockaded by a French feet. He also
the corner of Thomas Hanson’s land, then, e
a paragraph in a Barbadoes paper stat
* (provided however, that some gentleman of saw
SHIP
NEWS South forty-five degrees East one hundred -TO THE PUBLIC.
I decent feelings and grammatical attainments ing the same fact.
and ninety-two rods to a spruice stub and a
The following is an extract of a letter from
| be employed to compose it) make some
red oak spotted on fotft-sides, thence North
COMMODORE PORTER.
the President of Vassalborough Bank,
| amends for his own folly and madness, and
forty-five degrees East sixty-two and.a half
to a gentleman in Portland.
I the countenance he has afforded to his ignoA letter received in Norfolk, dated Vera
rods to a maple spotted on four sides and ?
“ HALLOWELL, AUG. 6th, 1826.
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 12.
| rant, correspondent.”
Cruz 22 June, asserts positively, that Com.
marked J.L. and P. C. thence North forty-* /
“
I
have
learned
with
much
surprise,
by
a
Porter
has
accepted
the
appointment
of
Above you have the learned production in
five degress West to the pond, thence by the
ENTERED.
passenger in the Stage, from your place, that
Captain
de
Navio
(that
is
Captain
of
a
74
gun
defence of Mr. John N. Maffitt, a produc ship) with a priority of date, and is in effect the insinuations in the Bank Committee Re
Aug. 7—brig Sabat, Clark, 15 days from pond to the first mentioned bounds. That •
your petitioner’s share in said tract excepting
tion intended for our discomfiture and com Commander in Chief of the whole Mexican port had alarmed some people in your vicin Martinique, with molasses.
11—ship Constitution, Mitchell, Norfolk. as aforesaid, is one undi vided moiety or half
ity in regard to the Bills of the Bank, in Vas
plete overthrow ; it cannot but be considered Navy.
part of the same, and that he is desirous of .
CLEARED. •
salborough. I write this in great haste to re
i asvan able and powerful effort of learning and
Aug. 9—-New brig Carroll, Piper, Norfolk. holding his said share of said land in several 
quest you to give publicity to the fact that
ty. Wherefore he prays, that after due prohuman genius, and as doing honour to the
PR OM NE FT- ORLEANS.
any insinuations to the discredit of that Bank,
MEMORANDA.
ceedingS had partition of said land may be
I head and heart of a teacher of youth and the
Saco, Aug. 1—Ar. schs. Columbia, Benson, made, and his aforesaid share set off and as- v
Papers to the 20th ult. have been received are false, and *aat the Bills will continue to
be paid in Boston at sight. I give this early N. York; Rebecca, Woods, Providence; signed to him to hold the same in severalty.
I Preceptor of an Academy in the respectable at New-York.
A letter from Vera Cruz, received there, information to prevent any holder of those 2d, schs. America, Benson, New-Bedford;
MOSES BURNHAM,
town of Dover.—We hope his pupilswill reBills from making any sacrifice on them. Ann, Weeks, New London; 3d, sch. Ossi
By N. Dane Appleton, his Attorney.
[ ceive much benefit by such productions—not states that the emoluments of Com. Porter, The Report shall be considered at length in pee, Young, Providence; 4th, schs. Globe,
as commander in chief of the Mexican navy,
a few days, mean while I wish the public to Hill, New-York; Hiram, Murch, do; 5th,
L bv following after their teacher, but by are equal to 24,000 dollars per ann.
OF MAINE.
understand that these bilU will always be schs. Ant, Benson, New London ; Moses, York, ss....STATE
I avoiding, when they arrive to years ofmatuAt the Court of Common Pleas
A report had reached N. O. that a sergeant good.
Gillpatrick, New-York ; 6th, sch. Hope &
begun
and
holden
at York, within and for "
B rity, the folly which his weakness and indis- of the 4th U. States Infantry, while on par
I am, dear sir, your obedfeiif servant,
Phebe, Harding, Proyidence; Sailed, 7th,
the County of York, on the last Tuesday of
I cretion has led him into.—Here, (as we be- ade near Pensacola, had fired at and killed
brig Syren, Fernaid, New-York.
May, A. D. 1826,
A. LEONARD,
| fore observed) ends the warfare on our Major Donohoe of the same corps.
Newburyport, Aug. 4—Ar. brig Jubilbe,
N the foregoing Petition the Court ord; XT
A
duel
took
place
on
the
18th
between
two
Chase, Saco; sloops Anson, Perry, North
I part, with I. W. Bourne, with Jemmy Dickthat the. Petitioner notify all persons
citizens of N. O. (Frenchmen.) One fire
Yarmouth ; George, Milliken, Saco; 7th,
interested therein, to appear at the next term
i man, and as we havetio acquaintance with was exchanged with pistols, but no effect be
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ar. sch. Mary Jane, Knap, St. Pierres, of this Court to be holden at Alfred, within
| Mr. Maffitt beyond what is afforded by h'is ing produced, they had recourse according to
We have received the communication of (Mart.) 22.
and for the County of York, on the-third
j discomfiture by Mr. Buckingham in his fa- agreement, to the small sword. The affair “ Many” in answer to the writer in the Do
The brig Mexico, Fairfield, of this port, Tuesday of October next, by causing an at
ended
in
the
death
of
one
of
the
parties,
he
| mous suit for defamation of character, we altested copy of the said Petition and this order
having received his antagonist’s sword into ver Gazette, which we are sensible in justice sailed from Liverpool 24th June.
| so leave him, resting any observation that his vitals.
Sailed from Havre, 13th June, brig Watch- thereon, to be published in the Kennebunk
to its author, ought to have a place in our
man, Nason, of Kennebunk, for St. Ubes.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, three weeks
■ may have been made respecting him on the
The New-Orleans Courier of the 20th Ju columns—But as the writer in the Gazette
The brig Drummond, 29 days from this successively, the last publication to be thirty
merits of that trial, to- which trial we refer ly, says—“ News was received here to-day, has thought proper to consider us as the au port, touched at Cape Haytien, 4th ult. and days at least before the said third Tuesday
by Capt. Ross, 2 days from Mobile, ' that a thor, we have so received it, as will be seen proceeded for Gonaives.
our readers to form their own opinions.
of October, that they may then and there
rise of 1^ to 2 cents per pound on cotton had
At St. Ubes, 13th June, brig Olive, of Wis shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
As it respects the Religious tenets of any taken
place during the last week at that by this days paper.
one, or their choice of a Preacher, we pre place.”
As religious disputes are unpleasant and casset, in quarantine—the only American of said Petition should not be granted.
vessel there.
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
sume not to dictate to them.—We are per
The yellow fever raged immoderately at can be productive of no good, when carried
Ar. at Charleston, 24th, Mogul, Melius, A true Copy of said Petition and the order of
fectly willing that every person should act Mobile, and the greater part of the inhabi on with a spirit of acrimony, we must decline Havre, 52. Below, Gen. Pike, do. 50. Cl.
Court thereon.
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Cleik.
and choose for himself so long as he does tants had left the city for the country.
its insertion or any other religious comm,uni- Pioneer, Mayo, Turks Island.
Ar. at Providence, 5th inst. sch. Sarah,
knot disturb the worship of others. It is a right
cation tending to create unpleasant feelings Nickerson,
Saco.
A duel was fought at Carthagena about
we have guaranteed to us by our constitution, the middle of June, between Midshipmen and hard thoughts among the' different de
Ar. at New York, Aug. 5, brig Eyder, Mer
and we pray Heaven that that right may Vaughn of Philadelphia, and Skelding, of nominations of Christians—We believe we rill, of Kennebunk, 47 days from Glasgow,
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
New-York, both attached to the frigate La are all aiming at one grand object though with iron, and 14 passengers; ship. Com.
never be Wrested from us.
either by note or account, are request
Plate, in the Colombian service. Midship we have different views as to the most proper Perry, Charleston, 4.
Sailed from Norfolk, 28th ult. brig Eunice,
ed to call and make payment. Those who
man Skelding received a ball in his right
Stevenson, of Saco, forKingstofi, Jam. [She- have accounts open, and cannot at this time 1
LATEST FROM MADRASS.
breast: both principal and seconds had been course to be pursued to attain it.
was in Hampton Roads, waiting wind, 31st.] pay them are requested to call and settle
The ship Asia, Captain Sheed, arrived at arrested and imprisoned.
Balt.pa.
Left at St. Ubes,"30th June, brig Watch the same without delav.
this port, last evening, in 115 days from MaSTATE ÄVMINATIOjV.
man, Nason, in quarantine.
drass. Capt. Sheed reports that a Treaty of
GEORGE HOBBS.
FIRE AT ST. THOMAS.
Ar. at Baltimore, 31st ult. brig Fame, Foss,
Peace had been concluded between the Brit
Berwick, August 13, 1826.
Capt. Nye, of the schooner Duplicate, arri
New-Orleans, 24.
ish and the Burmese at the British Camp ved at Baltimore on Sunday, from St. Thom
FOR GOVERNOR.
Ar at Norfolk, 27th ult. brig Tom, Saco
Vandaloo, 42 miles below Ava, on the 24th as, which place he left on the 19th inst. states
of Feb. The prisoners were all restored. that a destructive fire took place at St. Thom
Hon. ENOCH LINCOLN.
Spoken, 3d inst, off South Shoal, brig Eli
Twenty-five lacs of rupees were paid down ; as a few days previous to his sailing; the
za, Bunker, of Saco, 23 days from Trinidad,
Twenty-five lacs more to be paid in 100 days, custom house, with fifty other houses (most
for Boston.
LL persons indebted to the subscribe^
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
and Fifty lacs in twelve months. The Prov ly stores) were destroyed, which s'ensibly af
either by note or account, which has
inces of Arracan, Martaban, Yai, Margui fected business for the moment.
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, o/BerwfoL
COSATE NOTICES.
been due more than six months, are request
and Tavoy to be retained by the British.
H
on
.
GEORGE
SCAMMAN,
of
Saco.
ed
to
make
ment by the first of October
The Commissioner oni the part Burmese,
a Court of Probate held at York, <within \ next, if they pay
BUILDING IN NEW-YORK.
wish to save Lawyers and Sher
Hon. NATHAN ELDEN, of Buxton. Atand
was Dr. Price, the American Missionary, Mr.
for the Coxmty of York, on the eighth iff’s fees.
The New-York Gazette of Monday states
and Mrs. Judson were alive and well.
day of August, in the year oj our Lord
WM. GILLPATRICK.
The Bishop of Calcutta died suddenly at that “ at least eighteen hundred'houses
eighteen hundred and twenty-siac.
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
Hug. 5,1826.
Trichinopolly, near Madrass, on the 4th of and stores are going up in that city, most of
ARY HEARD, Administratrix of the
which will be ready for tenants by the first HOH.
April.
BVB.X1BXGH.
estate of Tristram Heard, late of
The ship Stanmore, ready to sail for Lon of November.”—These are exclusive of the
Berwick, deceased, having presented her
don, was burnt at Calcutta, the 22d March. public buildings, which are numerous and
first account of administration of the estate of
partially finished ; but it appears to us that
-Philad. pa.
Opposition Ticket.
said deceased for allowance.
|S offered, for a small POCKET BOOK
the above estimate is “ at least” an extrava
GREECE.
ORDERED, That the said Mary Heard -I and all its contents, lost by the subscri
The Swiss papers contain a very eloquent gant one.
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
Hon. MARK DENNETT, of Kittery. causing a copy of this order to be published ber last week, with his name therein.
letter from the Viscount ‘Chateaubriand on
A FRIGATE IN~A DILEMMA.
BURLEIGH SMART.
the fall of Missolonghi and the fate of Greece.
Dr. MOSES SWETT, of Parsonsfield. three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Kennebunk, Aug.
4,1826.
In every part of France the liveliest enthu
Our latest accounts from Pensacola advise, Col. ISAAC EMERY, of Biddeford. Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
siasm exist in fayor of the Greek cause.
that the U. S. frigate Constellation had been
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Trieste dates of the 1st. of June State that for some time detained in the harbour there
Alfred, in said County, on the first Tuesday Copartnership Dissolved.
a convoy of twelve transports from Alexan because of the want of a sufficient depth of
of September next, at ten of the clock in the
HE copartnership heretofore existing
dria loaded with provisions for Ibrahim Pa water on the dar for her to sail over it with her
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
under the firm of
cha, had fallen into the hands of Miaulis, and guns aboard; and it was believed by her of
why the same should not be allowed.
have been by him appropriated to the garrison ficers that if the guns were taken out to ena
JONAS
CLARK,
Judge.
HAYBS
& WAX.KEB,
at Napoli. (This statement is confirmed by ble her to pass over the bar, the roughness of
Copy—Attest,
is this day by mutual consent dissolved ; all
letters from Corfu.) On the 10th of May, Ib the sea without the bar would render it im
GEO. THACHER, Rtg’r.
persons having demands against said firm are
rahim was cruising in the waters of Ipsara. practicable to reship them.
Balt Gaz.
Aug. 12.
5
requested to present them for adjustmenV
The HydroteS were preparing for a vigorous
and all indebted are requested to make im
resistance.
The latest received Kentucky papers fur
1VTO 1 ICE is hereby given to the heirs of mediate payment.
Two thousand Greeks, who had taken ref nish accounts of addition alm urders in that
±1 the estate of AMOS NASON, late of
ERASTUS HAYES,
uge at Salona, are in such great distress that unhappy state.
On Thursday evening, by Rev. Mr.Nelson, South-Berwick, in the County of York, de
the other Greeks have (though themselves
DANIEL WALKER*
Mr. Nathaniel Stone to Miss Judith Landfeau. ceased, and all others concerned—That Bet
in great misery,) made a subscription for
FIRE.
Young Judith had a tender heart,
sey Nason has presented to me the subscri
them.
As ever yet was known,
ber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within
The Austrian Observer asserts that Ibra We regret to learn that the house and
Till Cupid pierced.it with his dart,
and for said county, an instrument purporting
him Pacha was at the head of a fleet of 30 most of the furniture of the Rev. Sylvanus
And turn’d it to a Stone.—Lynn Mir. to be the last will and testament of said Amos
HE subscriber would inform his friends
sail, and directing his course against Hydra. Boardman, in New-Sharon, was consumed
by fire on Saturday last. The fire is suppos
Nason, and that the first Tuesday of Septem
and the public that he continues to
ed to have caught by a spark falling on the
ber next, is assigned to take the Probate
transact business at the Stand formerly occu
AFRICA.
OBITVABY.
thereof, at a Probate Court then to be held pied by H. & W. and offers for sale
Intelligence has been received by the Col roof. It was a large and commodious two
at Alfred, in said County, when and where
onization Society at Washington City, from story building. The loss is estimated at 1500
they may be present and shew cause, if any
Liberia to the 12th of May. The colony was dollars.—It must be a source of great afflic
they have, why the same should not be prov
healthy and in prosperous circumstances. tion tq the venerable Mr. Boardman to be
ed, approved and allowed as the last will and
The government of Sierra Leone had adopt thus turned houseless upon his friends; and
testament of said deceased.
ed measures to put under a state of blockade we trust he will receive largely from the
bountiful
hands
of
the
benevolent.
We
un

Given und^r my hand at York, this eighth
300 miles of coast which would destroy the
day of August, in the year of om* Lord eigh
Slave trade carried on within the above juris derstand he had gone to a neighboring town
to
preach
when
tlie
accident
happened,
and
teen hundred and twenty-six.
diction.
was informed of it on Sunday morning just be
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
fore he entered the pulpit; but it did not
Aug. 12.
DIED—In Shapleigh, 1st inst. Mrs. Elea
GREEK PIRATES.
deter him from his performing his duty as a nor Bragdon, wife of Mr. ’Arthur Bragdon,
Capt. Gibson, of the schooner Altamira, faithful minister, nor disturb in the least the
&c.
arrived here yesterday from Genoa, in 40 calm serenity of his mind. He preached aged 61 years, of consumption ;—2d inst. Mr.
John Pillsbury, aged 41 years, of consump
days, states that the day before he left that three sermons on the same day.
’’VLTILL be organized at the Hall over the
tion.
place, a Russian ship arrived from the Black
Hall. Advocate.
They both died in faith, (having seen the ’ ’ Post-Office, on Tuesday next, (15th
Sea reported having been captured by a
< ft CORDS dry PITCH PINE
inheritance afar off,) were persuaded of the inst.)—Public exercises to commence at 3 o’
Greek pirate, carried into one of the Islands,
promises and embraced them ; and confess clock P. M.—Sermon by Rev. T. Pomeroy,
and HARD WOOD, for
and robbed of every thing valuable on board.
HALLOWELL, AUG. 5.
that they as strangers & pilgrims on earth, of Gorham.
which Cash and a fair price will be given, if
Accounts had also arrived of two Sardinian
Last Week a shower of hail fell in the south ed
brigs, with very valuable cargoes having part of Leeds, and in the north part of and now rest from their labours, with all . Kennebunk, Aug. 12.
the wood is of a good quality and free from
been captured, both of which were insured Greene. In some places, we understand, that those who die in the Lord.—Communicated.
small limbs.
In
Kennebunk-port,
Widow
I
sabella
at Leghorn. The Sardinian squadron had the hail fell and covered the ground to the
P.S. The subscriber reminds those per
M
iller
,
aged
83
years.
—
A
son
of
Widow
sailed for the Levant to protect their com depth of three or four inches, but as the wind
sons indebted to him, whose Notes or accounts
Mary
Whitten,
aged
10
years.
ILL
commence
his
next
Quarter
on
merce.
JV*. E Gaz.
fortunately was not high little damage was
have been of a long time standing, that he
In Waterborough, Mr. Jacob Rhodes, 96.
Monday, August 21st.
sustained by it. Had the wind.been high, it
shall be under the necessity of leaving them,
In Biddeford, Miss Mary Berry, 34.
He hopes by his indefatigable exertions to with an Attorney for collection unless pre
A letter received at Norfolk from Cadiz, is supposed the crops of corn and grain would
In Dover, Mr. Charles W. Fry, of Eliot,
promote the interest of his pupils, to merit vented by immediate payment.
dated the 1st of May, says—“Vessels of the have been much injured.
Me. aged 19.
On Wednesday last a cloud arose to the
United States entering the ports of Spain in
DANIEL WALKER.
In Somersworth, of consumption, Miss the approbation of his patrons.
Terms as usual. Scholars more than 8
ballast with the sole object of loading salt or west of this village, charged with lightning Ruth Tebbets, aged 17, daughter of the late
Kennebunk, Aug. 1,1826.
years of age ^3,50, less, $3,00
barilla, are henceforth to be exempted from and rain, and intermingled with hail. The Mr. John Tebbets.
payment of tonnage duty, provided the value rain fell in torrents, and the flashes of light
In
Lincoln county, Kentucky, 18th July,
of these articles exported by such vessels e- ning were almost incessant, and the claps of the venerable Isaac Shelby. Coh Shelby was
quais the amount to which they would other thunder followed each other in such quick the first Governor of Kentucky,, and was
succession, that it seemed for a considerable called a second time to that office. He act
wise be subjected for tonnage duty.
HAVE FOR SALE,
HEREAS divers persons have been in
“ All American vessels arriving in distress time to be one continued peal. We have ed a conspicuous part in the battle of King’s
the habit of picking and conveying
are also free from payment of tonnage duty, heard of the lightning having struck in sev Mountain, during the American Revolution, Offeil BUSHELS first quality
away CRANBERRIES from the premises
eral places ; but of no damage which has as well as in the battle on the Thames, in
provided they do not trade.”
YELLOW corn.
of the subscriber, thereby depriving him of
been done in this immediate vicinity. In Upper Canada, in the last war, and whilst
Aug. 12.
the benefit of said article.—He therefore
Winthrop
the
lightning
struck
a
barn
which
By letters from Calcutta, of the 8th of Feb
he was Governor of Kentucky.
takes this method of forbidding all persons
ruary, we learn, that in consequence of there was entirely consumed by the fire.
In England, Mr. William Gooderban—he
picking or carrying away any of said Cranber
being little or no inundations, the early sow
committed suicide in a fit of temporary de
ries, as they would avoid the penalties of the
jug of Indigo, in October, have been .'almost
The Jersey Bank has advertised that it will rangement, occasioned by the death of his
law made and provided for the punishment
entirely destroyed, and there was so great a in October pay 20 per cent, on its bills in cir daughter, who drowned first her infant child,
F a superior quality for sale by
of trespassers.
scarcity of seed, that a consideiable failure culation, and expect to pay 20 per cent, a and then herself. Mr. G’s wife was taken ill
'
B. PALMER.
CALEB KIMBALIi.
month, until the whole are redeemed.
in the crojb was anticipated.
July &
_
on hearing of the last distressing circumLyman, Au^. 4^1826»
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Extensive $Me Direct Taxes.

Fhe last Haverhill paper gives the follow
0/ the Stak
ing wonderful account of a wild man of the
woods, caught last week- in that town
OTICE is hereby given, that agreeable
OF BEA3& ESTATE
For a number of day past a wild man had
to the annexed copy of an Act passed
been heard in the woods in this town who AT PUBLIC AUCTION.
CANAL LOTTERY
at the last session of Congress, extending the
always fled when discovered. The people
ILL be sold at time allowed for the redemption of land sold
CLASS No. EIGHT. ’
supposing he was Mr. Frink, made a hunt
Public Auction* for Direct Taxes, and purchased on behalf
ing party and with great exertions caught
the
in Portland, at theof
Ho
 United States, under the several Acts,
him on Tuesday last.
ast. Their surprise was
SCHEME,
tel of C. C. Mitchell, passed, the 2d day of August, 1813, the 9th
great to find he was not‘ ’Mr.
“r "
Frink, but literwithout reserve, on day of January, 1815, and the 5th day of
1
prize
ally a wild man of the woods. As near as
of
SOOo
the twentieth day of dMarch, 1816, for laying and collecting a Di
can be ascertained he has been Unfortunate
1 prize of
1]
$5000
rect
Tax
withm
the
United
States;
for
the
September
next,
at
eleven
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
a
IS
and refuses to live in Society.
3
township of land originally granted to the term of two years from the end of the
of
1000
is
Agricultural Society of Massachusetts by a last Session of Congress, which adjourn
5
of
500
is
ARCHITECTURAL BULL.
From the Freeman s Journal.
Resolve of the General Court, bearing date ed the 22d May, 1826, that all property
9
of
In Cobbet’s letter to the Electors of Pres March 1, 1805, and located in September sold agreeable to and by virtue of said Direct
' 200
is
OPPC
ton, he mentions his sitting in a room eighteen 1807, which said township was surveyed tvVo Taxes and purchased on behalf of the United
PRA i ER.
1
ot
380
is
feet long* by twenty feet wide ! [One has thirds into one hundred and sixty acre lots States, may be redeemed agreeable to said
O ! thou eternal one,
36
of
100
is
&
heard of a thing as broad as it was long, but and the remaining third into eighty acre lots. act by applying to the subscriber in South
Thy pardon I implore;
36
of
it was reserved for Mr. Cobbet to show us It is situated six miles due west from the east Berwick, previous to the expiration of the
Save me from sin and endless death,
is
PIETY
That I may praise thee while I’ve breath, a room the width of which is greater than its erly boundary line of the State of Maine, and time allowed therefor.
468
of
10
is
length.~\—Noalfs Enquirer.
And praise thee evermore.
eighteen miles from the St. Johns River, and
JOSIAH W. SEAVER.
3780
of
5
Itappr*
18900
South Berwick, July 14th 1826.
about eighty miles North East from Bangor,
I recomei
The tickets in this Lottery are lur
Let me but feel my sins,
SOMETHING SINGULAR.
and bounded on the East by half townships
'■ loveliness
And then the load remove ;
Last week, Mr. John Hawkins, residing in granted to Groton and Westford Academies, AN ACT to extend the time allowed for the the differentternary combinations that tail
vay(£
O ! give me power in faith to pray,
from
to 4i : nothinE'w
Lower Chichester township, sent to this of and qn the North by a half township, origin
’om 1I to
redemption of lands sold for direct taxes in made c£forty two numbers, H
That I may find the better way.
elusive. To decide the prizes, on thX ' to God.
fice, what may be said to be a great curiosity. ally granted to Limerick Academy, and con
certain cases.
And taste thy precious love.
In one of the fields attached "to his farm a tains about twenty three thousand acres
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of of drawing, 42 numbers, from 1 to 42 in i : tor as t<
what is <
crop of Wheat had been cut from it last year of land more or less. This township is of Representatives of the United States of A- sive, will severally be deposited in awhS’
The hardness. Lord, remove,
—and this harvest there was taken from the the very first quality, and offers superior merica in Congress assembled* That the time and six drawn out1 here will be 20ticW L .-And v
That presses round my heart ;
same field a stalk of Rye containing ninety- inducements to settlers, of which a good war allowed for the redemption of lands which having on them as a combination, three ‘ 'sist blit in
Controul my stubborn will, and give
i ’ a Being
two stalks all of which were produced from a rantee deed or deeds will be made. Terms have been, or may be, sold, for the non-pay- the drawn numbers; 540 havinztwo
Assurance that I still may live ;
single grain ; it forms a considerable bunch liberal and made known at the sale. For fnent of taxes, under the several Acts passed but one of the drawn numbers. That tick " , .perfection
O ! bid my sins depart.
measuring about thirteen inches round and in further particulars apply to FESSENDEN on the second of August, one thousand eight having the 1st, 2d, and 3d drawn numbm I other beir
( whointhi
fength five feet and a half, ^ach stalk having & DEBLOISj* at their office Court-street, hundred and thirteen, the ninth day of Janu- '-will be entitled to $10,000 ; that having
Wxa.sh me, till I am clean.
4th, 5th, and 6th, to $5,000. Those E i ' <the Lord
good heads.
Chester ^Pa^ Union.
Portland, where the plan and field book is ary, one thousand eight hundred and fifteen,
In Jesus’ precious blood ;
ready for examination.
and the fifth day of March, one thousand having on them the 1st, 2d, and 4th—1st a I 'mighty c
Arm me with faith and glorious hope,.
Ought’we
What think ye ? A Michigan paper states,
July 20,1326.
ts.
eight hundred and sixteen, for laying and coL and 5th—1st, 2d, and 6th, each ¿’i
And draw my wand’ring spirit up
wards the
that it is so healthy in some parts of the ter
lecting a direct tax, within the United States,I' Those having 1st, 3d, and 4th—1st,
T’ adore my Saviour God.
which hi
ritory, that a Physician has to procure a sub
so far as the same have been purchased for,)
■ FKOBATB 3TOTXOBS.
sistence by “plantingpotatoes.” And that
or nn behalf of the United States, be revived, ■
a.nd
baring
And when I come to die,
f
nothing
i
the Lawyers have been obliged to quit, or At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk* and be extended for the further term of two
f380’, 5hose^! Jesús be my Tower,
I nothing 1
ing
the
1st,
4th,
and
5th
—
1st,
5th,and6th
”
. Conduct me safe through death’s dark starve to death ! How fare the Printers and
years,
from
and
after
the
expiration
of
the
within andfor the County of York* on the
4th, and 5th-r-2d, 5th, and 6th—3d
j Indeed nc
the Cltergy ?.
Rochester Alb.
gloom.
eighteenth day of July*in the year of our present Session of Congress: Provided* also, 2d,
Let Angels guard my spirit home
That, on such redemption, interest shall be and 5th—3d, 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th. and J est ’ degre
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
—
2d,
3d,
and
6th
—
2d,
4th,
and
6th
each
veiy first
THE DUTCH JUSTICE.
To praise thee evermore, arcanus..
OLLY BURROWS, Administratrix of paid at the rate of twenty per centum [per $200. The thirty-six tickets having twod [ love our f
A cause of some importance, it is said, was
annum]
on
the
taxes
aforesaid,
and
on
the
ad

the estate of Giles W. Burrows, late
our great*
tried before a Justice of the Peace, who was
ditions of twenty per centum chargeable the drawn numbers, and those two the k
of Lebanon, deceased, having presented her
WXSfT
itude out
by descent a Dutchman. The witness had fourth account of administration of the estate thereon; and the right of redemption shall and 2d drawn numbers will each be $10Q
this to
been examined,.and one of the lawyers had of said deceased,for allowance.
enure as well to the heirs and assignees of the The thirty-six tickets having the 5th Yii
POPULAR OPINION.
6th drawn numbers, will each be $50* a!
have hat
compared his testimony, and, as is usual,
ORDERED,
That
the
said Administra land so purchased on behalf of the United others having any two of the drawn number |. done ther
made every thing appear favorable for his trix give notice to all persons interested, by States, as to the original owners thereof.
Will be prizes of $10. Those having in their
this same
Every thing in this country depends upon client. The other lawyer then rose for the causing a copy of this order to be published
JOHN W. TAYLOR,
and Fatly
popular opinion, and how responsible are purpose of addressing his honor on the other three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Speaker of the House of Representatives combination any one of the drawn numbers
will be prizes of $5. The blanks are th® I so natura
they who control it! To say that in this side of the question ; but he was suddenly in Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
J. C. CALHOUN,
liveinthf
tickets which have not either of the drawn
country each man Judges for him self—that terrupted by the Justice, who said, Stop, stop.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Vice President of the* United States and Pres numbers. No ticket which shall have drawn ' right. A
he talks, selects, supports, opposes and votes Pm clear now, but if I hear the argument may
ident of the Senate.
York, in said County, on the second Tuesday
a superior prize can be entitled to an inferior
ing, we nr
according to the dictates of his own con on father side* I may get puzzled* so I’ll give of August next, at ten of the clock in the Approved, 16th May, 1826.
one. Prizes subject to a deduction of 15 per
that mar
science—-is as downright a lie as can conven judgment.
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
cent, and payable in 60 days- after the draw
lost.
iently be uttered. We are told that men
why
the
same
should
not
be
allowed.
ing in bank bills generally current in this
are born free and equal. How could two such How to keep Churches and Dwelling-Houses
K)NAS
CLARK,
Judge.
state. Prizesnot demanded in one year af
teal whappers be more tightly stowed in so
cool.
Copy—Attest,
ter the drawing will not be paid. This class
short a sentence ? Equal !—in the name of
During the extreme heat of summer our
One rm
GEO.
THACHER,
7?
£
p
’
r.
common sense, how, when, where, were two houses of public worship, as well as our
HIS inveterate disease which has so long will be drawn as soon as the sale of tickets
due skill
July 22.
will
justify
it.
things ever equal ? It is safe to say that dwelling-houses, may be kept perfectly cool
ipents in ]
baffled the art of the most experienced
things which equal the same thing equal each and comfortable by a little attention
Let
erwise w
Physicians, has at length found a sovereignPortland, March, 3, 1826.
Tickets and parts in the above splendid
other : but what two men are alike, in any the windows and doors be opened before sun At a. Court of Probate held at Kennebunk* remedy in
a reflects
within and for the County of York* on the
one particular, from the queue to the toe— rise, and shut by seven o’clock. The blinds
Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, way
educatior
eighteenth day of July* in the year of Our
DR, LAGRANGE'S GENUINE be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S
from the sound of the voice to the hand wri and shutters, if there be any, should likewise
improver
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
Bookstore. Persons holding small prizesM
ting ?—The very dotting of an z shows the be shut, to prevent the glass from being heat
want of t
ED1D1AH TRIPP of Lyman, in said
the last class, signed by any vender in Port
difference, and yet the people are persuaded ed and conveying the heat within. If the
are choal
County, having requested that admin
into the belief that we are “ free and equal.” doors be kept closed till the heat of the day,
suffered t
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met land, are invited to call and exchange them,
istration on the estate of Eastman Hutchwith

ffZ’Orders by mail (post paid) enctaj
That may be a harmless deception; but when the room is required for use the air
more reluctance by the Physician, and
seldom tl
when folks, high or low, have responsibility will be found of the same temperature that it ins, late of Alfred, deceased, may be granted none in which he is so universally unsuccess cash or prize Tickets, will be promptly at
fruit asm
tended to, if addressed to
in their hands, and know how very much it Was in the morning, when the room was first to him.
ful.
neglect o
ORDERED, that the said Jedidiah Tripp,
is in their power to afreet the opinions of those shut up. This fact depends on the same
J. 8c J. DUNN, Portland, or
This Ointment has stood the test of expe
ing, and;
•who have, constitutionally, the destinies of principle as the evenness of the temperature give notice to all persons interested, by caus rience and justly obtained an unparalelled cefc
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk.
inclinatic
the land at their disposal, should they not be of our cellars, which are cool in summer and ing a copy of this order to be jmfilished three lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs,
soon ma)
careful of violence, whether of utterance or warm in winter, solely because the external weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
seeds, fr
Wheaton
s
Itch
Ointment,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
of action, and very scrupulously seek “ honest air is excluded from them.
Eve. Gaz.
dressing,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
ends by honest means,” well knowing that
Numerous recommendations might be ob
¡table or
37
1-2
fred, in said County, on the first Tuesday of tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
popular opinion is at their disposal, and that
IRISHMEN.
The mjr
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINTtheir responsibility cannot be lessened by any
About 100 Irishmen (says the Whitehall September hext, at ten of the clock in the prietor chose that a fair trial should be
while it;
MENT, which has stood the test
slang they may have at their tongues*ends a- N. Y Emporium,) arrive at this place per forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, its only commentator. It has in three or four
against all other ointment, the pricetill
of time
bout the rights, the intelligence, the freedom, week. They come—men—women andchil- why the administration of said estate should weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years
Thein
which has been reduced from 50 to 3^
the dignity and the majesty of the people. dren—bag and baggage—sleep in barns, un not’be granted to him.
standing, that have resisted the power of ev cents.
etable pi
The real people, the honest inhabitants, and der horse sheds, or . in open air, wherever
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
ery other remedy that could be devised.
he is an i
Copy—Attest,
substantial population of the country, will night overtakes them. Night before last, 17
...ALSO..,
It not only at once gives immediate relief in
covered,
understand these chaps one of these days, of them with their lumber, piled into one
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (com Dr. Davenport3s Billions Pl
forth in;
July 22.
and resolve, in committee of the whole, that little room on a second floor; and about
monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby
words, a
their claims to future favor shall be unequiv morning down they all tumbled together,
For
the
time
these
Pills
have
been
offered
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
appear ii
ocally dismissed.
Connecticut Mirror.
to
the
public,
the
sale
of
them
has
exceeded
floor, beds, knapsacks, kettles and all. One
O^There is nothing of a mercurial nature
in all tin
the
most
sanguine'expectations
oftheproof the number was considerably injured by
contained in it, and it may be used on in
imaginat
the fall.
THE LOVE OF GOD
formed,
fants and others under any circumstances prietor, which mdy be fairly consideredan
OS. G. BIOODY,
acknowledgement
of
their
many
virtues,
whatever.
ahd unp'
Is the moving principle of Christianity; but
OFFERS FOR SALE*
They
are
very
justly
esteemed
for
their
due care
is in the present day, I fear, much misunder
1 Elegant SECRETARY and BOOK Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow mild and safe operation as a cathartxin al!
in all tin
ing agents.
stood. It is too often considered as an emo
CASE, with glass doors;
elocutioi
David Griffith, Portland ; Delano & Whit cases where one is necessary—They area
tion which terminates in itself.
1 Mahogany BUREAU ;
safe,
and
sovereign
remedy
in
all
billionsfeThe love of God may be considered as a KA CASKS NEW THOMASTON
1 Latest fashion Mahogany High Post ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H. vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowels, • graces a
they arr
Putnam 8c Blake, Saco, and JAMES K. indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, ranis,
principle, operating in two ways. It may be
BEDSTEAD ;
good kin
regarded as a glow of sentiment* a gush of Wv LIME,
1 Elegant Mahogany Hanging BOOK REMICH, Kennebunk.
and
billions
cholic
—
they
are
likewise
an
an

Just received and for sale CHEAP for
ment to
feeling* which leads the possessor to meditate
%*Liberal discount to country dealers.
CASE, with glass doors; which will
tidote
against
infectious
diseases,
removing
CASH,
by
them to
“on the divine excellencies and lose himself in
June, 1826.
eoply.
be sold at great bargains.
obstructions of every kind by dissolving ari
life, to r
IVOBT
secret communion with the Deity. This love
Ladies’ Morocco Walking, Strapped and
discharging
the
morbid
matter,
helping
di

worthy,
may be called contemplative love. It is a pas
Slipper SHOES ; Kid Strapped do.; Color
Kennebunk-Port* July 22.
gestion,
restoring
a
lost
appetite
—
-a
surereas to avc
sive feeling : it operates most powerfully
ed and Black Satin, with and without heels ;
lief
for
costive
habits.
They
are
so
accommisfortu
when a man is most abstracted from the
Women’s leather Shoes, with and without
j nwdated to all seasons and hours, that they
world.
heels—warranted of the first quality.
Just noti
maybe
taken
in
summer
oi*
winter,
at
any
But there is another species of divine love,
July 22.
E the subscribers, having been ap time of the day, without regard to diet of
And to <
a principle^ which, though far less glowing,
False jui
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, hindrance of business. Their operation issi)
touches and controls all the springs of a good
HE subscriber wishes to purchase from
Judge of Probate, Commissioners to receive
And,blit
' gentle and effectual, that by experience they
man’s conduct. This may be called active
To knm
and examine the claims of creditors to the are found to excel any other physic hereto
one to five hundred cords of Hard and
love ; it is a very latent principle, considered
estate of
We can
Pitch Pine WOOD, for which the highest
fore offered to the public.
it itself; but it is very powerful, considered price will be given—OAK would be prefer
RUTH DOWNS.
The genuine are covered with a check
as a quality of other actions.
S
many
persons-have
been
in
the
habit
red . The wood m ust be in cord- wood 1 en gth,
of Lyman, in the County of York, widow, plate, with the design of the Good Samari
Youm
Now the question is, which of these princi Straight and sound.
of entering the premises of the sub late
B. PALMER.
testate,
do hereby give notice, gthat six tan, and the agents name thereon.
life: bu
ples is the most unambiguous fountain of vir
scriber, and taking therefrom CRANBER

July 22.
are allowed to said creditors, to bring
fence
—ALSO—
tue ? In which of these regions is .fancy most
RIES much to his injury—He therefore for months
thing fo:
and prove their claims, and that we shall
prone to play her allusions and blend her col
bids all persons entering on said premises, or in
Wheaton's
Jaundice
Bitters^
attend
that
service
at
the
office
of
N.
D.
Ap

church
ourings ? The former of these principles is so
taking therefrom any Cranberries after this pleton, in Alfred in said County,| on the first
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